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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2x10) 

 a) What are bundled conductors and what is the basic difference between a 
bundle conductor and a composite conductor? 

 

 b) How does the resistance of the conductor affected by increase in 
frequency? 

 

 c) Explain the origin and types of overvoltage.  
 d) List the type of circuit breakers used for EHVAC system.  
 e) What is the phenomenon of ferroresonance and explain its impact?  
 f) What are the limits for radio interference fields in EHVAC transmission 

lines? 
 

 g) What is cosine law of variation of voltage gradient?  
 h) What is sub-synchronous resonance problem? State its counter measures.  
 i) What do you mean by 2-parameter definition of recovery voltage and 

4-parameter definition of recovery voltage? 
 

 j) Explain the phenomenon of conductor vibrations and state the remedial 
effect. 

 

    
Q2  A 3-phase750 Hz, 750 kV, horizontal line has minimum height of 12 m, sag 

at midspan = 12 m. Phase spacing S = 15 m. Conductors are 4 × 0.035 m 
with bundle spacing of B = 0.4572 m. Calculate per kilometer: 

(a) The matrix of Maxwell’s Potential coefficients for an untransposed 
configuration 

(b) The zero-, positive-, and negative-sequence inductances for 
transposed line. 

 

(10) 

Q3 a) The capacitance matrix of a 750 kV horizontal configuration line is 

[퐶] =
10.2 −1.45 −0.35
−1.45 10.45 −1.45
−0.35 −1.45 10.2

 nF/km 

Diagonalize the matrix by evaluating suitable transformation matrix [푇], its 

(6) 
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inverse [푇]  and prove that [푇] [퐶][푇] =
휆

휆
휆

. (휆 , 휆  푎푛푑 휆  are 

the 3 eigen values of the matrix.) 
 

 b) Write down the effect of conductor resistance of e.h.v. lines. (4) 

Q4 a) A 750 kV line has N = 4, r = 0.0176 m, B = 0.4572 m for the bundled 
conductor of each phase. The line height and phase spacing in horizontal 
configuration are H = 15, S = 15 m. Calculate the maximum surface voltage 
gradient on the centre phase and outer phases using Mangoldt formula. 

(5) 

 b) With neat and clean diagram explain the distribution of voltage gradient on 
sub-conductors of bundle. 
 

(5) 

Q5 a) What is Audible noise and how is the noise generated? Explain its limits for 
audible noise. 

(5) 

 b) Briefly explain about charge-potential relations for multi-conductor lines. 
 

(5) 

Q6 a) What are the factors the corona loss depends on? Explain. (5) 
 b) Briefly explain about the sub-synchronous resonance in series-capacitor 

compensated lines. 
 

(5) 

Q7 a) Explain clearly how overvoltages are generated when interrupting (a) low 
inductive currents and (b) low capacitive current. 

(5) 

 b) Explain the terms (a) terminal fault, (b) short-line fault, (c) 4-parameter 
definition of recovery voltage. 

(5) 

Q8  Write short notes on any two (5x2) 
  i) Static reactive compensating systems. 

ii) Calculation of switching surges single phase equivalents. 
iii) Day-Night equivalent noise level. 
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